SSB NABBED HARDCORE MAOIST

New Delhi-01 Jun, 2017 – In its offensive against maoist, 27th Bn of SSB apprehended one hardcore Maoist in a joint operation with local police, Bihar. Apprehended maoist Munna Yadav S/O Nanhak Yadav was resident of village Saidpur, PS-Pali (Jahanabad) and was an active member of CPI-Maoists. He was close associate to Pradyuman Sharma, area commander of Magadh Zone of Communist Party of India. Following cases under IPC, UAP and arms act registered against him under PS-Pali of District Jahanabad (Bihar).

1. OP-Karona, case no 95/16 U/S 435/427/385/34 IPC.

The apprehended maoist was handed over to PS-Pali Jahanabad, Bihar.
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